The MindTouch Editor is easy to use and offers many style and formatting options for your content.

- Editor Tools
- Tables
- Files and Media

- Layout Options

New Pages via Templates | Customize Pages | Table of Contents

- New Pages
Table of Contents (TOC)

- Customize Pages

• **Workflow**

  ![Workflow diagram]

  Build content workflows and manage content drafts.

  - Authoring roles
  - Authoring workflow for external users
  - Authoring workflow for version control
  - Back up your content
  - Consider a Customer Success Newsletter
  - Draft authoring
  - Filter content to classify and tag
  - Implement a content workflow
  - Implement content governance controls
  - Manage drafts via the draft manager
  - Manage page revisions
  - Manage page versions (MT4)
  - Track changes via revision comments
  - View page revision history (MT4)
  - View user contributions

• **Reuse content**

  ![Reuse content diagram]

  Use existing content, either an entire article or sections of an article, in another location of your site.

  - Display titles of reused sections
How to reuse content
◦ Reused page not loading

• DekiScript

DekiScript is a MindTouch proprietary programming language to create custom objects in your MindTouch site.
◦ Add DekiScript to a page
◦ Build a widget to display file attachments
◦ Display content only on a page with specific tag
◦ Create custom conditional content groups
◦ Date functions
◦ Definitions and Operators in DekiScript
◦ DekiScript 101
◦ Display Page ID on a page with DekiScript
◦ Dynamic controls
◦ Errors in DekiScript
◦ Exclude pages from the popular pages list (MT4)
◦ If statements in DekiScript
◦ JSON functions (MT4)
◦ Learn to use DekiScript
◦ List and map elements in DekiScript
◦ List functions (MT4)
◦ Map functions (MT4)
◦ Media extension (MT4)
◦ Meta functions
◦ Num functions (MT4)
◦ Objects in DekiScript
◦ Page objects
◦ Popular pages list in DekiScript
◦ Recently modified pages
◦ Recently modified pages targeting specific tags
Reserved words in DekiScript
  ◦ Resolve DekiScript recursive limit errors
  ◦ Site objects
  ◦ string.format()
  ◦ String functions (MT4)
  ◦ Table of contents in DekiScript
  ◦ Twitter feed in DekiScript
  ◦ URI functions
  ◦ User objects
  ◦ Use the foreach statement in DekiScript
  ◦ Variables in DekiScript
  ◦ Version indicator with DekiScript
  ◦ Web functions
  ◦ Wiki functions
  ◦ XML functions (MT4)